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Exporting a Shader from mental mill Artist Edition to FX Composer 2
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Kitware

Visualizing with
VTK: A Tutorial



• Render Windows: The object which manages a window on the display de-
vice.

• Renderers: The object which coordinates the lights, cameras, and actors of
the scene and draws them into the render window.

• Props: The objects added to the renderers to create a scene. The props are
the things that you see in the scene.

• Mappers: The object that refer to an input data object and knows how to
transform and render it.

• Properties: The object that contains rendering parameters such as color and
material properties.

VTK Graphical Model

• Process Objects: The sources, filters, and mapper algorithms that manipu-
late the data.

• Data Objects: The datasets that define the dataflow through the network.

VTK Object Types

The Graphics Model

The purpose is to render the geometry (volume) on the screen

camera

LightActor

screen
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User interaction

� vtkRenderWindowInteractor – allow the user to interact with the
graphics objects

� Try the following keypresses:

    w: wireframe mode

    s: surface mode

    r: reset the transformation

    3: toggle stereo

    button 3: zoom; botton 2: pan; button1: rotate;

    c/o: camera mode or object mode

    j/t: joy stick or tracer ball mode

    e: exit
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Dataflow Programming with VisTrails

Figure 3.3: Multiple libraries are combined to create two seperate visualizations of the same

data. The histogram uses Matplotlib.

Cone.tcl
catch {load vtktcl}

# user interface command widget

source ../../examplesTcl/vtkInt.tcl

# create a rendering window and renderer

vtkRenderer ren1

vtkRenderWindow renWin

    renWin AddRenderer ren1

vtkRenderWindowInteractor iren

    iren SetRenderWindow renWin

# create an actor and give it cone geometry

vtkConeSource cone

  cone SetResolution 8

vtkPolyDataMapper coneMapper

  coneMapper SetInput [cone GetOutput]

vtkActor coneActor

  coneActor SetMapper coneMapper

# assign our actor to the renderer

ren1 AddActor coneActor

# enable user interface interactor

iren SetUserMethod {wm deiconify .vtkInteract}

iren Initialize

# prevent the tk window from showing up then start the event loop

wm withdraw . Slide by Dr. Penny Rheingans


